Caring for your Solid Plastic (HDPE) Toilet Partitions
Your Solid Plastic is an extremely durable material that will not easily be dented or
chipped. It will also resist water, moisture and mildew in high humidity areas. Best
of all, routine cleaning is simplified since material is unaffected by most commercial
cleaning agents when used in accordance with recommended directions. With very
little effort, you can easily maintain a clean surface and keep your toilet partitions
looking great for many years to come!
All Solid Plastic (HDPE) is shipped with a clear protective coating that is to be
removed after installation is completed. In some cases, a slight residue may remain
on the material after the peel coat is removed. We suggest cleaning all surfaces
with water and a mild liquid soap or for tougher residue, a mild solvent such as
mineral spirits may be used.
Proper care and maintenance of our solid plastic partitions should be performed as
follows:
 A standard cleaning should be performed on a regular basis by wiping down all
surfaces and cleaning with a solution of warm water and very mild liquid soap.
The cleaning cloth or sponge should be nonabrasive and wet enough to gently
wipe away any grime. Exposure to water is completely harmless, allowing the
partitions to be hosed down if preferred. Surfaces should then be dried using a
soft cloth.
 For tougher stains, any mild commercial cleaner (such as Windex, Fantastic,
Formula 409, etc) can be used. Again, all surfaces should then be rinsed with
clear water and wiped dry with a clean, soft cloth to remove all traces of the
cleaner.
 Never scrub with abrasive pads or other abrasive cleaners that will scratch and
damage finish.
 Although Solid Plastic will tolerate most commercial cleaning agents, care should
be given to other bathroom cleaning products that may be used on adjacent toilet
fixtures, ceramic wall tiles, grout, floors, etc. Never expose surfaces to caustic
solutions that may damage finish.
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